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Abstract: The article concerns the problem of requirements to professional skills of specialists in the sphere
of services and tourism. Using statistic data, the author showed that cross-cultural communication becomes
more intensive in the contemporary world against the background of formation of the common space. Tourism
is also booming in Russia. This determines the necessity of teaching internationally recognized specialists of
the hospitality industry and of new approaches to foreign language teaching. Correction of the language
training of students of specialized institutions must concern both the methodology and the subject matter of
education. A future specialist must know several languages, rather than one language. According to the
opinion of the author of the article, the pragmatic linguodidactic approach is required, based on integration of
pragmatics, sociolinguistics and methodology of teaching at specialized higher education institutions. Foreign
language teaching must be oriented to preparing for participation in cross-cultural communication.
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INTRODUCTION of stock, but, first of all, the satisfaction of human wants,

In the XXI century, the hospitality industry is one of There is no doubt that in the new circumstances, the
the most dynamically developing spheres of international focus is concentrated on the foreign language proficiency
trade of services. Without waxing too poetic, we can say of the internationally recognized specialists of the
that currently, international tourism can be treated as a hospitality industry.
social and political phenomenon that influences the world In the circumstances of formation of the common
order and economy. world and European space, which is accompanied by

Tourism is also booming in Russia. In the first decade activation of cross-cultural contacts, the entirely new
of the XXI century, the average growth rate of tourism in requirements, which are, sometimes, quite difficult to
Russia was equal to 7% a year, which is far above the comply with, are produced to the professional level of
average annual growth rates of the world economy. specialists of the hospitality industry in terms of

The existing socio-economic and political processes multicultural and foreign language qualification [2].
in  the contemporary  Russian society do not only form At the current stage, the necessity of using new
the social order for teaching future internationally approaches to teaching foreign languages at specialized
recognized specialists of the hospitality industry, but also higher education institutions of consumer services and
create a favorable environment for fulfillment of the order tourism is also determined by the joining the Bologna
[1, p.102]. process by Russia, which assumes large-scale teaching of

Currently, it is obvious that the goal of consumer students who are ready for studying under the education
services in the hospitality industry is not the generation programs of European universities.

in particular, the client's wants. 
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Such training assumes not only conventional, actual As the process of rendering consumer and touristic
knowledge of all aspects of functional activity, but, first services involves, first of all, live communication,
of all, formation of a conceptual framework of the immediate  interaction  with  particular  audience,  the
students, which is to make them capable of cultural and future   tourism   and visitor services specialist must
educational orientation in their activity at European higher master  the  skills  of  creative  fusion  with  the  audience
education institutions [3]. [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

The new paradigm of the higher professional The verbal skills of a tourism and visitor services
education of the specialists of the hospitality industry specialist  can  be  determined  as  the  sphere  of his
requires changes and corrections in the foreign language cross-cultural and communicative competence, or the
teaching of the students of specialized higher educational sphere of communicative rhetorics. It is the factor of
institutions with respect to both methodology, education communicative task solution based on the knowledge of
tools and the syllabus and is determined by solution of language standards and opportunities of verbal creativity
the following tasks. in the labor process, or such verbal skills, at which the

The problem of the language selection is one of the reaction of the person receiving the service and the
important problems of the language policy, pursued in the interested interaction are generally forecast, directed and
system of specialized higher education institutions of the performed in the forms most suitable for the given
hospitality industry. The most important factor among the situation,  the  given  service task, or the audience
factors determining the selection of a foreign language at (existing or potential). It is the proficiency to build a
a higher education institution is the social order for system of relations between the specialist and the person
particular languages. This means that social or objective receiving the service in such a way as to ensure formation
demand in foreign languages on the consumer market is of knowledge, evaluations and understanding to take
formed under the influence of internal and external place in the course of creative dialog and to be based on
political and economic environment. joint solution of problematic tasks, which, when being

The social order of the society with respect to the formulated, would reveal the real object of the client’s
level and quality of language proficiency can be treated as interest and form the interest in the product of the
the strategic reference point for the academic language rendered service.
policy in the area of the studied foreign language. At that, But this refers to those cases only when the
as the real international contacts become more intensive, specialist of the hospitality industry is proficient in, in the
the requirements of the hospitality industry to a specialist words of Cicero, "the foreign language, which is the most
complies with the regulatory framework of professional difficult of arts".
skills as referred to the active knowledge of not only one There is no doubt that proficiency in foreign
(usually, English), but two or more foreign languages languages  of  an   internationally   recognized  specialist
used in professional activity; and this knowledge of  the  hospitality  industry  is required only in those
becomes particularly important [4]. cases when it is practicable, i.e. the specialist is able to

It is obvious that currently the English language apply his knowledge and skills effectively using the
supersedes other languages, including the traditionally foreign language in the sphere of his professional activity.
studied French, German and Spanish languages. The One of the critical problems in this respect is the
prioritized position of the English language is typical for pragmatization of the language proficiency of students.
all European higher educational institutions due to To our opinion, the most coherent approach for the
objective causes of extralinguistic (economic, historical implementation of the assigned tasks is the pragmatic
and geopolitical) and linguistic (there is a large number of linguodidactic approach, which is based on the
industrial technologies in English) nature. integration of pragmatics, sociolinguistics and

In order to solve communicative tasks with a methodology of teaching at specialized higher education
professional approach, tourism and visitor services institutions.
specialists must have a good command of the system of Orientation to preparation for implementation of
knowledge and professional verbal skills. The cross-cultural  communication  changes  the  logics  and
communicative skills are an important element of the the  syllabus  of  foreign  language  teaching   of  the
qualification characteristic of tourism and visitor services future  specialists  of  the  hospitality industry. We
specialists  and the state of their formation is the indicator believe that it is determined by solving the following
of the specialist's activity level [5]. problems:
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Development of communicative culture and In the context of pragmatic linguodidactics, it is
sociocultural education of students at specialized important for a future tourism and visitor services
higher educational institutions, which make them specialist to master basic concepts of the foreign
equal communication partners when speaking a language speech culture beside the knowledge of the
foreign language in living, cultural and professional foreign language in order to form his cross-cultural and
environments; communicative competence.
Teaching ethics of polemical communication in a Without denying the fundamental principles of the
foreign language when discussing professional national and foreign linguodidactics (person-oriented
issues using both verbal and nonverbal education, cognitive and cross-cultural orientedness of
communication means; the education, autonomy of student’s personality in the
Development of the ability to represent one’s native education process and circumstantiality of the process of
country, culture and people's way of life in the foreign language teaching), we focus our attention on the
course of cross-cultural communication; pragmatic aspect and emphasize five main linguodidactic
Creation of conditions for communicative principles:
psychology at adaptation of students to new
language environment and for overcoming the The Principle of Pragmatization of Foreign Language
psychological barrier at using a foreign language as Communicative Activity of Students: The pragmatic
a communication means when communicating linguodidactics focuses on the interconnection between
clients; the language and its environment, the language structures
Formation and development of basic communicative on the one hand and the activity structure, on the other
skills and knowledge in the main types of verbal hand. The  pragmatics of this concept states the goals
activity: speaking, reading, recognizing speech and and the results of the language usage in human activity.
writing, using materials of basic contemporary This refers to the pragmatics of foreign language
professionally oriented sources; communicative and communication, which includes not only the rules of
verbal accustoming to foreign language environment communication, but also the knowledge of the external
of the countries speaking the studied language, world regularities, as a whole.
development of all elements of the professionally The efficient instruments of pragmatization of the
oriented foreign-language communicative students’ speech in the English language are the latest
competences; products (results) of genesis of lexical contents of the
Socio-cultural development of students in the English language, including abbreviations used in the
context of European and world culture. language in their function as independent lexical units, as

The  goal  of  the pragmatic linguodidactic approach lexicon of modern English language.
is  the  practical integration of those global changes,
which  take  place  in  the  studied  foreign  language,  to The Principle of Accounting the Tendency of the Studied
the  process  of  teaching the students of specialized Language Development: As any model of foreign
higher  education  institutions  in   foreign  languages. language teaching is built based on the language image,
This ensures the development of the linguistic feeling and which exists in linguistics at each specific period, it seems
modern linguistic taste, which resides in the ability to obvious that the modern language image must be used
express one's thoughts clearly, precisely and logically for the linguodidactic purposes.
reasonably, adequately using various language A student's proficiency in the newest layer of lexicon
instruments  according  to  the  functionally   stylistic of a foreign language is necessary, because it will help
mode of the verbal communication (formal, neutral, or him orient himself better in the contemporary foreign
informal). language information sphere and efficiently use

Speech, which is anemic, lacks expressive colors and multimedia resources and computer technology. It is also
has uniform awkward phrases, always causes negative important in terms of formation of information culture, as
reaction. This is the milestone character of it allows students to participate in international projects,
professionalism of an internationally recognized specialist organize and conduct their educational and research work
of the hospitality industry, which has no analogs in other more efficiently and perform information search and
cases. classification.

well as borrowings from other languages, which enrich the
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The Principle of Accounting the Functional and Stylistic At that, according to our opinion, the culture of
Mode of Verbal Communication: Foreign language
communicative competence of students can be
considered formed to an extent sufficient for professional
activity only when the students are able to participate
adequately in real cross-cultural communication, freely
communicating in various speech modes and to select the
appropriate communication style starting with the formal
and ending with informal one, depending on the
communicative situation.

The Principle of the Boundedness of Stylistic Lowering
of the Speech: Pragmatization of foreign language speech
of students by using the latest layer of the lexical
contents of the foreign language is not an intentional
lowering of the mode of verbal communication, but a
reasoned, in terms of linguodidactics, model (form) of
linguistic training of students of specialized higher
education institutions in real cross-cultural
communication and exercises for improvement of
linguistic feeling and development of the culture of
communication in a foreign language. 

The Principle of Indirectness of Cross-Cultural
Communication in an In-class Environment: One of the
important peculiarities of the cross-cultural
communication at teaching a foreign language is the fact
that preparation for a real cross-cultural communication
includes training communication in the foreign language
with one’s agemates who belong to the same culture and
has an indirect nature, as the process of teaching a
foreign language is conducted outside the language
environment, away from the real functioning of the
studied language and the culture. And this reality must be
obligatory taken into account by teachers of foreign
languages when they select materials and develop
technology of education, which must create a common
pragmatic territory and common information zone when
the trainees share the meanings and emotions. Pragmatic
communicative sets can be used as one of such
technologies.

Study of a language proceeds more efficiently when
the real world is not limited with the walls of the
classroom. Assimilation of the language takes place both
inside the classroom and outside it. As for studying
outside authentic environment, in the circumstances when
the world becomes more open, one can always find an
opportunity to contact the language native-speakers and
these opportunities must become a mandatory part of
education.

speech in the English language of the future
internationally recognized specialists of the hospitality
industry must be determined, first of all, by the adequacy
of selection of language instruments in conformance with
the communicative situation and not just imitation of the
speech and behavior strategies and tactics of the native
speakers.

Currently, special focus is made on studying the
Standard English and, at that, the other, equally important
aspect of the problem is ignored – the teaching of
linguistic taste, linguistic feeling, the formation of the
ability to participate adequately in communication at
various functional and stylistic modes of verbal
communication.

The speech culture of a human is kind of a mirror of
his spiritual culture and for a tourism and visitor services
specialist, it also serves as the most important instrument
of professional persuasion. A tourism and visitor services
specialist must be practically proficient in speech to such
an extent as to be able to solve successfully the tasks
assigned to him.

Thus, leaving the main objectives of the teaching
foreign language at specialized higher education
institutions in services and tourism unchanged, we find it
reasonable to pay special attention to the pragmatic
aspect of foreign language proficiency of the future
specialists of the hospitality industry.

The readiness for professional communication of the
future tourism and visitor services specialists does not
include a set of ready forms and recommendations, but
the knowledge of how to apply them creatively so that the
client-oriented communication would achieve the set goal
and would be arranged in conformance with the
situational characteristics. One of the methods to solve
this problem is systematical and intentional formation of
the cross-cultural and communicative competence of the
students.
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